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The Controller ID-MIX

ID-MIX is specialized on Steinberg's NUENDO 4, is strongly leant to the 
“flagship” ID and such complement the product line of the ID family. The 
emphasis here, however, is the mixing operation wherefore a 
comprehensive Editor was set aside.
The base here is the same fader module that is being used as well in the 
ID-Controller: 12 motorized, touch-sensitive faders are each equipped 
with a double spaced LCD display in which the name of a track is 
indicated as well as the module status. 12 additional encoders, each with 
a double spaced LCD and field display can be operated here as additional 
channel level controllers and be swapped per FLIP with the faders 
positioned underneath (24 level controllers with direct access!) But these 
encoders also serve to edit the equalizer, aux and studio buses as well as 
the plug-ins; such up to 1188 parameters can be controlled by the page 
encoder. On top the “Global Mode” e.g. provides the option to apply the 
gain trim, pan or an aux/studio bus for all channels together.
The sortation of all tracks into module classes as well as the already 
known familiar EXPAND function (allows to “separate” the tracks of a 
group) make it possible to operate far more than 100 tracks comfortably 
with quite a compact controller unit (approx. 72x50 cm).
ID-MIX is specialized on the NUENDO 4 mixing operation. Therefore the 
most important function buttons of the introduced NUENDO 4 automation 
system (various automation modi, preview and fill options) are integrated. 
The transport field offers huge equipment with 21 keys for the marker and 
event controlling including the jog wheel. On top ASCII key commands 
permit the direct access to up to 40 additional functions.
The integration of the control room section is also exemplary, with an 
input and output matrix as well as reduction keys for Mono/Stereo, 
Front/Rear, LFE and L-R, meaning that the corresponding features in the 
NUENDO master section are addressed directly. An optional tool is the 
motorized joystick.
Initial devices were already delivered to ArtEffects, Cologne and the 
M&E-Studios, Hamburg. 



12 motorized, 
touch-sensitive 
faders, each with
a double spaced 
LCD-Display

12 additional 
encoders, each 
with a double 
spaced LCD- and 
field display

Direct access to 
24 level controls

Direct access to 
Plug-Ins, EQ, Aux 
and Pan

EXPAND function 
to separate the 
tracks of a group

Decided push 
buttons for the 
NUENDO 4 
automation 
system 

Transport field 
with 21 keys for 
the marker and 
event controlling, 
jog wheel

Direct access to 
up to 40 additional 
functions (ASCII 
key commands)

Monitor section 
with an input and 
output matrix as 
well as surround
Reduction keys

Motorized joystick
(Option)

Made of premium 
hardware compo-
nents, engineered 
and handbuilt in 
Germany
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The ID-MIX is made of premium hardware com-ponents you can also find in 
the “Half Million Class.” Precision engineered and hand-built in Germany,     
ID-MIX has been designed with absolute attention to detail, to give you not 
only full control but also absolute transparency in your project.
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